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Treaty 2 Territory Government invited to raise 
flag alongside Standing Rock Sioux Tribe at 
International Peace Gardens

more on page 3

more on page 2

more on page 2

Treaty 2 Territory – Eagle Island along the western shores of Lake 
Manitoba is the local beach for those in Kakakwekejeong also known 
as Ebb and Flow First Nation. Eagle Island was once a place of sacred 
ceremonies including Sundance by late ceremonial leader Roderick 
Levasseur. It the 80’s, the beach was a popular destination for families 
as it was maintained by the late Pete Baptiste.

Sphere of Influence 
– Leadership

page 19

Skownan Abinoonjiaag 
Travis Catcheway 
participates in his first 
Bison Hunt

page 4

Treaty 2 Territory 
Summer Games
Photo Gallery
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Treaty 2 territory – Today the Knowledge Council gathered on the Lake Dauphin 
lands where Mekis lived at the Vermillion  River between the Turtle River and Valley 
River. In 1871 during Treaty discussions Mekis knew he had to include statements 
for his home and his people to assure they were protected. Mekis and the other 
headman also made sure that “cede, surrender and yield” of land was not in the 
treaty nor ever discussed.

International Peace Garden – Friday, July 29th was a warm one as the mercury rose 
to 34 degrees Celsius at the International Peace Gardens. The Park, dedicated to 
Peace was celebrating it’s 90th Anniversary from July 29th to 31st, 2022. Our Treaty 2 
Territory Government was invited to be a part of this year’s celebration. North Dakota 
is geographically home to five tribal nations; Mandan, Hidatsa, & Arikara Nation (Three 
Affiliated Tribes) , the Spirit Lake Nation , the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe , the Turtle 
Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians , and the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate Nation.

Knowledge Council steps forward with 
sovereign law making

Leading away from Canada’s efforts of assimilation

For the past 3 decades, the beach was left unmaintained and dormant. 
High grass, bush and weeds took over the area and it was seldom used. 
Until... the Covid-19 Pandemic hit. Throughout the summers of 2020, 
and 2021 – a dedicated group of helpers from Ebb & Flow worked 
tirelessly morning until night to restore and revitalize Eagle Island.

Treaty 2 Territory Summer Games
Beautiful Eagle Island in Kakakwekejeong hosts
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Beautiful Eagle Island in Kakakwekejeong hosts
Treaty 2 Territory Summer Games from p.1

Knowledge Council steps forward with sovereign law making, 
leading away from Canada’s efforts of assimilation from p.1

I wish I had the names of all those 
involved, but I need to give credit 
to former education director Arlene 
Mousseau for taking a lead and making 
Eagle Island what it is today.
This week, Eagle Island known to 
locals as “The Beach” was the site of so 
much more than just swimming. Youth 
athletes from 9 out 12 Nations with the 
Treaty 2 Territory Government made it 
to the island for the 1st ever Treaty 2 
Territory Summer Games.

Athletes representing the Nations of 
Dauphin River, Ebb and Flow, Lake 
Manitoba, Lake St. Martin, Little 
Saskatchewan, Minegoziibe Anishinabe, 
O-Chi-Chak-Ko-Sipi, Pinaymootang, and 
Skownan were in attendance and on the 
rosters for the games.

Teams were comprised with athletes 
from different Nations which allowed 
youth to get to know one another, 
and join efforts in healthy, fun, and 
exciting competition. The different 
sports included Basketball, Volleyball, 
Baseball, Golf, Horseshoes, and Long 
Distance Track.

Mother Nature blessed the athletes with 
beautiful sunshiny weather and often a 
nice breeze off the lake.
Local Caterers served athletes and 
volunteers meals throughout the 
duration of the tournament while a 
couple of local vendors were on site.

The Summer Games were planned 
and hosted by the Ebb & Flow Sports 
Circle; a dedicated group of volunteers 

The Knowledge Council made opening 
remarks regarding residential school 
trauma, the pope’s visit and the importance 
moving forward with health and well-
being to advance the Nation.

Chairperson Louie Malcolm today 
addressed the council stating that the 
way forward in sovereign governance is 
through the Inakonegawin (law making) 
process.  The knowledge council supports 
the process and understands that the way 
to getting away from Canada’s destruction 
is by passing our own written laws stated 
our Knowledge Keeper Louie Malcolm.

“We have our laws, our constitution is our 
pipe, lodges and land”,
Knowledge Keeper Dwight Paul
Animozeebeeng Anishinaabe Nation
The Onankonehkawin is the centre of the  
process of self-governance with many 

opportunities to be gained , most recently 
the toll gate system of invoicing Canada for 
lands taken up and leased back, taking of 
resources without compensation and direct 
IPS – Infrastructure, Programs and Services.

The Council also heard the report on the 
summer games in Kakakwekejeong next 
week and how the youth have empowered 
themselves to advance through 

Inakonegawin.

The council finished with a presentation 
that included Canada’s flawed RRISD 
process and how it won’t stop FNT2T from 
advancing. An implementation of relations 
and fiscal agreements for IPS is what is on 
the table with Canada. Canada is far behind 
FNT2T’s thinking as to what the reclaiming 
of sovereign self-governance is about.

The Knowledge Council is looking forward 
to attending the Grand Council 23/24 
August where real sovereign Inakonegawin 
process is happening, allowing the 
members a strong voice, and time to 
discuss next steps forward.

enjoying themselves, being their best, 
trying their best, and meeting new 
friends.

As the games came to a close, it was 
bittersweet to see athletes pack up and 
leave with their medals. Every single 
athlete left a winner and we hope they 
have memories and friendships to last a 
life time.

For now, the empty basketball court, and 
empty Volleyball pit sit in the stillness of 
the island. Not for long though, next 
week Kakakwekejeong hosts it’s Annual 
Treaty Celebrations, and families will 
once again pack the island to watch all 
of the sporting events planned.

Eagle Island is a place for sport, a place 
for swimming, and a place of solitude. 
Miigwech to all those who visited and 
spent time with us in Ebb and Flow. Baa 
maa pii, gigaawaa-baamin miin-waa.

Contributed By: Marlene Davis, Nation 
and Economic Development Helper

committed from day 1 to ensure the 
athletes felt welcomed, safe, and 
allowed to play the sports they enjoy 
while engaging with other Nations. Our 
Treaty 2 Territory Government provided 
support throughout the games, 
and sponsored the Summer Games 
financially. T2T Sports and Rec Keeper, 
Craig Beaulieu sat with the Sports Circle, 

empowered them and encouraged 
the group to take the lead. They did an 
incredible job and the Games wouldn’t 
have been as successful if not for this 
dedicated group.

For us, it was about seeing the kids 
play. There is nothing more satisfying 
than seeing our young people out there 
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is comprised of 
FNT2T Membership, 

meets annually 
to discuss current 

collective business, 
pass resolutions and 

vote on laws.
Grand

Council

Treaty 2 Territory – Wednesday, August 
3rd, 2022 was another busy day for the 
Minegoziibe Anishinabe. Leadership and 
members of the Nation came together to 
celebrate with an Open House at one of the 
Nation’s newest infrastructure investments.

The Pine Creek First Nation Training Centre 
also known as the Minegoziibe Anishinabe 
Kina Maaga-Gamik has undergone 
renovations and will be a welcoming place 
of learning and training for the Nation.

The freshly-renovated Interim Training 
Centre will continue to offer courses 
including Pre-College Preparation, Pre-
Employment Training, Human Resource 
Management, Educational Assistant 
Certificate, Child Care Worker, Health Care 
Aid, Framing, Home Building, and more. 
Plans are in place to bring additional 
courses such as Intro to Trades, Addictions 

Minegoziibe Anishinabe host Open House for Kina Maaga-Gamik: 
Pine Creek First Nation Training Centre

Treaty 2 Territory Government invited to raise flag alongside 
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe at International Peace Gardens from p.1

offered some great good by T & L. Councillor 
McKay shared gratitude to Nancy for the 
prayer, and to Loretta and the students for 
setting up and cleaning.

Minegoziibe Anishinabe is in constant 
pursuit to enhance the lives, opportunities 
and wellbeing of their citizens. Our Treaty 2 
Territory Government commends Ogimaa 
Derek Nepinak, Council, and members of 
the Nation for working together for the 
betterment if all. Allowing students to 
learn at home as they advance their post 
secondary aspirations will not only graduate 
citizens, but it will allow them to remain at 
home with their loved ones, and be close to 
the land and the language; all elements to 
help with their education journeys resulting 
in success. Congratulations Minegoziibe 
Anishinabe!
 
Contributed By: Marlene Davis, Nation & 
Economic Development Helper

As part of the Internal Peace Gardens plan 
to strengthen state-tribal relationships 
built on understanding and mutual respect, 
flags of each tribal nation will eventually 
see their flag flown at the Peace Garden. 
Prior to the Covid-19 Pandemic, the Turtle 
Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians were 
invited to raise their flag in ceremony. The 
pandemic halted celebrations for a couple 
of years, however, July 2022 brought the 
return of the flag raising ceremony.

The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe was invited 
this year to raise their flag, in addition to our 
Treaty 2 Territory Government flag as we are 
located directly north of North Dakota and 
along the medicine line between Canada 
and the USA. Tribal and state leaders, 
representatives from Treaty 2 Territory, and 

Counselling and possibly options such as 
Finance Management.

“My dream, guided by the people, was 
always to bring training home for our 
members with funding and training 
partners and with the help of staff and 
council team; it was and is possible” shared 

Councillor Cindy McKay. 

In a post shared on Facebook, Councillor 
McKay shared her appreciation for all those 
who contributed to the renovation project 
of the former McKay Store and Gas Bar.

The Open House was well attended and 

honoured to be invited to raise out flag in 
ceremony with our North Wolf Ojibway 
Drum Group and the honour song that they 
sang for us.

The International Peace Garden wants to 
start an annual peace pow-wow in the 
years to come and we are honoured to be 
invited to be a part of that process, and 
the planning going forward. We take great 
pride in our Treaty 2 Territory flag to fly at 
this living monument dedicated to peace 
and friendship. We look forward to a strong, 
and prosperous partnership with these 
tribes, and with the International Peace 
Gardens.

Contributed By: Marlene Davis, Nation & 
Economic Development

visitors gathered 
last Friday morning 
to raise the flags.

Those in attendance 
included Standing 
Rock Chairwoman 
Janet Alkire and 
Vice Chairman 
Frank Jamerson, 
along with Turtle 
Mountain Chairman 
Jamie Azure, Spirit 
Lake Chairman Douglas Yankton, Treaty 2 
Territory Lead Keeper Boh Kubrakovich, and 
Administration Keeper Ray Mousseau.
They joined North Dakota Gov. Doug 
Burgum, R-ND, North Dakota’s Parks 
and Recreation Director Cody Schultz, 

ND Tourism Director Sara Otte Coleman, 
International Peace Gardens Executive 
Director Tim Chapman, and Miss USA North 
Dakota SaNoah LaRocque.

Our Treaty 2 Territory Government was 
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is comprised of the Ogemas 
Council and a Chairperson from 

each of the Ogemaakwek, 
Knowledge, Ininiiug, 

Ikwewak and Youth Councils, 
meets regularly to provide 

direction in drafting laws and 
resolutions to be presented 

to the Grand Council and 
implemented therefor after.

Governing 
Council

Skownan Abinoonjiaag Travis Catcheway 
participates in his first Bison Hunt
Treaty 2 Territory – Our Abinoonjiiag 
are always watching. The environment 
is which they are raised, are the 
surroundings in which they feel that 
they belong. For example, if a child is 
raised around hockey, he/she will likely 
want to play hockey. If raised around 
baseball, he/she will likely want to play 
ball. If raised on the land, he/she will 
likely want to hunt, and fish.

Let us introduce you to one of the 
Abinoonjiaag from our Territory; Mr. 
Travis Catcheway. Travis is from the 
Skownan First Nation. He is a young 
man, with a passion for all the things 
he grew up around. Travis is an avid, 
elite hockey player. He is an astounding 
baseball player with incredible pitching 
abilities. Very often, at sporting events 
in and around the Territory, you will 
see him accompany his grandpa Bev 
Catcheway; they have a special bond 
those two. Bev is more than Grandpa 
though; he’s Travis’ best friend, his coach 
at times, his teacher, mentor, and his 
biggest fan.

Like all grandparents, and parents, we 
want the best for our young ones and 
we do our best to provide opportunities 
for them. Sometimes, that means 
depending on others to help teach 
them; like that familiar saying “It takes 
a village to raise a child”.

In late July, while Travis’ skates were 
hung up for the season, and his baseball 
cleats put away – Travis eagerly 
participated in something his ancestors 
would have done daily. Travis suited up 
and went out on the land to hunt Bison.
 

With his relatives as mentors, Travis 
experienced the hunt and harvesting of  
two bison. He accompanied his relatives 
Anthony Catcheway, Arnold Catcheway, 
and Clarence Catcheway on a grueling 
2 day hunt in attempt to take down 2 
bison. From start to finish, Travis was 
shown the teachings needed to go out on 
the land. He was taught the importance 
of ceremony in preparation for the hunt; 
he was taught safety practices, he was 
taught how challenging it can be to 
capture an animal so huge, and the 
importance of working together.

Travis’ mentors taught him how to 

harvest the animals, butchering them, 
and the importance of ensuring no part 
of the animal is to be wasted. The hide, 
the skull etc all has purpose and will be 
used as these animals gave themselves 
up for sustenance.

This was more than just a hunt for Travis. 
The teachings that were passed down to 
him, already rewarded Travis in knowing 
that he helped feed the people of his 
Nation. All meat is being prepared for 
Skownan First Nation’s Annual Treaty Days 
Celebration and Pow Wow. Additionally, 
the hunters will go on to make kaskiiook 
and burgers for the feast.

There is nothing more important than our 
people connecting with the land, and our 
language. Travis got spend time around 
both during his experience. He will 
remember these teachings for the rest 
of his life. Because of this journey, and 
because these men were kind enough to 
include him and teach him, Travis will one 
day be a provider of wild meat from the 
land, and he too can pass this knowledge 
down to those following his footsteps.

Miigwech to Anthony, Arnold, and 
Clarence for taking this young man 
along on this journey. It is because we 
have citizens like you in our Nations, 
that our young people have a chance 
at keeping our traditions alive for 
generations to come.

Excellent work by all. Congratulations 
Travis on your fist bison hunt!  We are 
incredibly proud of you!

Contributed by: Marlene Davis, Nation & 
Economic Development
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Knowledge Keeper Louie Malcolm Celebrates 80th 
Birthday but not slowing down!
Treaty 2 Territory – 2022 is a special 
year for Elder Louie Malcolm of 
Kakakwekejeong Anishinaabe Nation. 
Louie was excited to get his horses 
conditioned and in shape for racing 
following a 2 year break (due to the 
pandemic). This year Louie is celebrating 
more than his return to the track; on July 
3rd, 2022 – Louie celebrated a milestone 
birthday. He turned 80 Years young!

Louie has worn many hats throughout 
his life, including serving as Chief for 
Ebb and Flow First Nation for a number 
of years until he retired in the 90’s. 
Loui2 has worked for West Region Tribal 
Council, and for quite some time he was 
owner/operator of the Ebb and Flow 
Band Store.
 
At 80, Louie hasn’t slowed down. 
Along with his partner Bernice, Louie 
raises cattle and continues to farm 
their pastures where they reside just 
a kilometer or 2 from Manitoba Post 
where the Treaty No.2 was made.
Even though it’s been 151 years since 
our forefathers and headmen made 
Treaty with the Crown, Louie continues 
to have a strong connection with that 
history. He currently serves as the 
Chairperson of our the Treaty 2 Territory 
Government’s Knowledge Council. As a 
grassroots citizen, Louie’s immeasurable 
experience and knowledge guides and 
advises a vast majority of the direction 
of the T2T Government. Louie also 
volunteers his time as a member on 
the Ebb & Flow Treaty 2 Summer Games 
Committee.
As if he isn’t busy enough, Louis 
spends his weekends away from home 

throughout the summer. He loads up his 
trailer, his wagon, and his chariot and 
heads off to the races.
On July 3rd as he celebrated his 
milestone birthday, his chariot team 

lead him to victory winning first place 
in Carberry, Manitoba.
Recently, while racing in Elkhorn, 
Manitoba – the Elkhorn Ag Society 
presented Louie with an award 

recognizing 50 Years 
as an active chuck & 
chariot racer!

It’s been an exciting 
year for Louie & 
Bernice. Each summer 
Louie travels to races 
anywhere between 8 
to 14 times. He’s had a 
pretty good summer 
thus far, placing in 
the top 10 at the races 
he’s run in.

For now, Louie will 
put back on his Treaty 
2 hat, and spend time 
at Eagle Island with 
the Youth as they 

participate in the Summer Games on 
August 9th & 10th. August 23rd & 24th, 
he will attend the Treaty 2 Territory 
Grand Council as Chair of the Knowledge 
Council. And as the summer starts to 
wind down, Louie will have his tractor, 
cutter, rake, and bailer up and running 
as he and Bernice begin their haying 
season, and fall harvest.

Our Treaty 2 Territory Government 
commend Louie for his active 
participation in all facets of life. We are 
grateful for all that he does for us as 
individuals and as a Government. When 
he’s ready to slow down, we hope he 
knows he can depend on us for support 
as he has supported us in countless 
ways.

We wish you an an amazing year 
Louie with many more to come! 
Miigwechiwendamowin Louie. 
Gizhawenimin.

Contributed By: Marlene Davis, Nation & 
Economic Development
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Treaty 2 Territory – Mother Nature 
blessed us with the most gorgeous day 
on Friday, August 5th as our Treaty 2 
Territory Regional Offices attended the 
24th Annual Traditional Pow Wow in 
O-Chi-Chak-Ko-Sipi First Nation.

While in O-Chi-Chak-Ko-Sipi, we had the 
opportunity to meet and visit leadership 
and so many citizens from the Nation 
while attending the Treaty Payouts. 
Our Keepers and Helpers also promoted 
2022 Treaty 2 Summer Games, and 
the upcoming Grand Council & Treaty 
Gathering. Prizes were given away for 
those citizens who expressed interest 
and registered for the Grand Council & 
Treaty Gathering. For supper, we checked 
out some of the food concessions, and 
enjoyed a variety of food! The Moose 
Caboose was serving killer moose juice 
(lemonade) and they had some good 
menu options like the Ribbon Poutine. 

review laws and provide 
recommendations to 

guide the Mikinaak Circle, 
Governing Council and 

Executive Council in their 
deliberations and also  

guide the Crane Circle in 
Peacemaking Appeals. They 

participate in meetings 
to ensure Anishinaabe 

methodologies and provide 
wisdom and guidance.

Ogemawkeg
Council

Treaty 2 Territory Regional Offices enjoy the 24th Annual 
Traditional Pow Wow in O-Chi-Chak-Ko-Sipi First Nation

Yummm!

We were fortunate to be in attendance 
for the colorful and beautiful Grand 
Entry lead in with the Eagle Staff and 

the honouring of flags. We 
were amazed with all of 
the dancers as they proudly 
displayed their regalia and 
foot work to the beat of the 
drums.

We are looking forward to 
coming back to the Nation 
soon! We look forward to 
seeing citizens from O-Chi-
Chak-Ko-Sipi the Treaty 2 
Territory Grand Council & 
Treaty Gathering on August 
23-24, 2022.

Contributed By:
Dakota Marsden, Regional Office Keeper & Lana Racette
Regional Offices Lead Keeper
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is comprised of one 
appointed member who 
is a Knowledge Holder 

and/or Keeper (including 
Elders) from each Local 

Nation, providing 
recommendations, 

governance support, 
accreditation college, 
speakers bureau and 

guides all the Councils in 
their deliberations with 
a member participating 
at all Council meetings.

Knowledge 
Council

Lake Manitoba First Nation’s Zaagaate Jordan’s 
Principle hosts Canoe Safety Camp
Treaty 2 Territory –  Aniin 
Anishinaabak. It was a wonderful 
week in Lake Manitoba last week 
as we completed our Canoe Camp 
for the Zaagaate Jordan’s Principle 
Program. The youth had an awesome 
time. Every morning we started off 
acknowledging all life and giving 
thanks for the abundance of what the 
land gives us to have bimaadiziwin (a 
good life).

The learning on the importance of 
water, respect for water and about 
sacred waters and a respect for all life. 
We had our Knowledge Keeper Robert 
Maytwayashing, come in and share 
teachings and transfer the knowledge 
that was shared to him by his mentors 
over the past three decades.
 
It was a really interesting week and 
we had different weather each day 
of strong winds from south or north 
and then to calm, but that did not 
deter the participants. The youth were 
determined to get in the water and they 
did. The first thing I heard the instructor 
say to the youth when she saw the 
strong south winds was, this is why you 
do not go into the water with a canoe 
when it’s windy, is this and I will show 
you.
She proceeded to demonstrate. So the 
youth and the instructors went in by the 
shore and went in the canoe and they 
tried to paddle but the water flipped 

them. The youth learned about safety 
and the skills of canoeing and paddling 
and many other skills.

It is important to teach youth about the 
life skills. The youth need the experiential 
learning and survival skills to help them 
in their own lives. Also the importance 
of a spiritual way of life as our ancestors 
always acknowledged and lived. It is 
about their identity.  It is what will give 
them their strength and courage and 

to be good leaders. It makes me really 
happy when I see young people so eager 
to learn and that they’re having a good 
time and enjoying themselves. If we 
continue to work with our youth and 
give them great opportunities for them 
to learn, we will see a difference into 
the future. Every child is born with a gift 
and a purpose. What we need is good 
mentorship for our youth. If we teach 
them to be good caretakers of the land 
and to be good stewards of the land, 

they will understand that the earth and 
the land will always take care of them.
 

This year’s canoe camp was our second 
year of doing it for our youth in Lake 
Man, and we will continue. Our plan is to 
get all our staff trained and to purchase 
canoe’s so we can do the canoe camp 
from spring to fall, in our community. 
The youth had a great experience and 
it makes me happy to witness it all. 
It was fun, many good laughs and all 
in all, a great time. Miigwech to all 
Zaagaate staff who were also in the 
water throughout the week helping and 
assisting. Water is Life.

Contributed By Mary Maytwayashing,
Zaagaate Jordan’s Principle Manager, 
Lake Manitoba First Nation
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Treaty 2 Territory Regional Offices Visit 
Gaagiishkikamigaak (Little Saskatchewan)
Treaty 2 Territory – Regional Office 
Keeper Diane Sinclair is new to  her 
position within our Government after 
some internal restructuring. Diane 
works out of our Pinaymootang Office 
and is the Regional Office Keeper for 
Pinaymootang, Dauphin River, Lake 
St. Martin, and  Little Saskatchewan.

Recently, Diane took in the 
Gaagiishkikamigaak (Little 
Saskatchewan) Treaty Celebrations 
and introduced herself to the citizens 
during their Treaty Days Breakfast.

Diane met with Jerry Sumner who 
was helping coordinate the Treaty 
Days Breakfast, and some of the 
upcoming events. On Day 2 of the 
Treaty Days in Little Saskactchewan, 
Diane was in the Nation for the 
Treaty Payouts at which time she 
met with Ogema Hector Shorting 

from the Nation who came out in 
strong numbers to celebrate!
Diane shared that she also had the 
privilege to meet Councillor Leroy 
Thompson while working at the 
Pinaymootang Office.

As Regional Office Keeper, Diane 
will serve as a liaison between her 
4 Nations, and our Treaty 2 Territory 
Government. For the past year and 
a half, we have had to host virtual 
online engagements due to the 
pandemic, however going forward, 
our Regional Offices are now 
available and eager to resume in 
person engagements in the Nations.

For more information or contact Diane 
Sinclair, you can email her at diane.
sinclair@fnt2t.com
Miigwech

and Councillor Thompson, along with 
several members from the |Nation.
As part of the Treaty Day Celebrations, 
children, youth, and families came 
out to participate in relays and 

races. Diane watched many of the 
participants and  witnessed their 
excitement of being out together 
enjoying healthy competition and 
having fun. She commends all those 
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Lance Moosetail Memorial Fishing Derby 2022

Treaty 2 Territory - Pine Creeek 
Health Centre thanks all those who 
participated and Congratulates all 
of the winners! They say Miigwech 
to Lance’s son Garrett for being 
there with us to hand out the prize 
money and trophies to the winners 

1st - April Lafreniere
2nd - Charlene Flatfoot 
3rd - Jenna Flatfoot
4th - Myrna Lafreniere 
5th - Paul Lavallee 
5th - Darcy Moosetail
6th - Dean Zimmer
7th - Farren Flatfoot
8th - Randy Moreau 
9th - Elaine Ferland
10th - Cee Jay Genialle 

Smallest Fish - Lauralee Guiboche
Congratulations to all Hidden time 
Winners and Door Prize Winners
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Treaty 2 Territory Summer Games
Beautiful Eagle Island in Kakakwekejeong

A Historic Day in Kakakwekejeong!! The first ever Treaty 2 Territory Summer Games were declared open around noon today. Knowledgeable Keepers Roseanna Desjarlais, and 
Marie Neault opened the Games with blessings and words of encouragement for the youth. Chief Desjarlais welcomed all 12 Nations; athletes, chaperons and families to 

Eagle Island.  Councillor Darren Mousseau shared a message encouraging sportsmanship and the importance of kindness while having fun.
Acknowledgment was made to the Ebb & Flow Treaty 2 Games Sports Circle for volunteering countless hours, time in energy to making this event happen!

It’s a beautiful day for our youth! Miigwech Gizhe Manitou for bringing us together through sport!

DAY 1 - Treaty 2 Territory Summer Games 2022
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DAY 1 - Treaty 2 Territory Summer Games 2022
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DAY 2 - Treaty 2 Territory Summer Games 2022

Day 2 of the Treaty 2 Territory Summer Games in Kakakwekejeong! Championship brackets being played today. Closing Ceremonies at 5pm. Every athlete is leaving here a 
winner! These games were held to bring our youth together for UNITY & BONDING. We are so proud of the young people who showed up & are embracing this opportunity while 
having fun! Our Treaty 2 Territory Summer Games wrapped up today and we can sum it up in one word “incredible”. The athleticism, sportsmanship, and excitement displayed 
by the participants is to be commended!! You all made every minute of planning these games worth it. We are so proud of you all.  Thank you to all the Nations who came out; to 
the chaperons, parents, Kokos & Shooms who came out to cheer! Miigwech to the awesome “Ebb & Flow Sports Circle” for the many volunteer hours contributed & for chairing 
the different sport tournaments! Miigwechiwendamowin!! To the caterers; Miigwech for the meals!! These young people needed the food for fuel to keep up their unstoppable 
energy! Miigwech the First Aid & Security for ensuring the wellbeing & wellness of our participants & guests!! Miigwech to Kakakwekejeong Anishinaabe Nation and the people 
of Ebb & Flow for being such amazing hosts! Giga Waabamin! “Every child deserves a champion-an adult who will never give up on them, who understands the power of 
connection and insists that they become the best that they can possibly be.” -Rita Pierson (Contributed by; Marlene Davis, Nation & Evonomic Development)
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Treaty 2 Territory – Skownan First 
Nation and Mossey River Municipality 
are proud to announce their 
participation in the First Nation-
Municipal Community Economic 
Development Initiative (CEDI), a 
national program delivered jointly 
by Cando (the Council for the 
Advancement of Native Development 
Officers) and the Federation of 
Canadian Municipalities (FCM).
 
Skownan First Nation and Mossey River 
Municipality are one of eight partnerships 
in Canada to participate in this three-year 
capacity development program between 
2022-2025. CEDI seeks to support First 
Nations and neighbouring municipalities 
to build respectful and equitable 
partnerships, and to develop capacity for 
long-term planning for joint community 
economic development.
 
Communities participating in the 
CEDI program benefit from facilitated 
monthly working group meetings, bi-
annual workshops, and wise practice 
activities and tools for relationship and 
capacity building. This support helps the 
participating communities to develop 
community capacity for joint community 
economic development planning, build 
and strengthen the government-to-
government partnerships and inter-
community relationships, and improve 
the quality of life for all in the region. By 
working together, CEDI partnerships are 
better able to address local challenges, 
with local solutions.
 
The two are committed to working 

Skownan First Nation and Mossey River Municipality 
partner to foster Economic collaboration

together for the benefit of all citizens in 
the region. Together they will utilize the 
CEDI program supports to strengthen pre-
existing relationships and build a solid 
foundation in order to create economic 
and social advantages for all.
 
“We are excited to participate in this 
historical initiative with our neighbors at 
Mossey River Municipality,” said Councillor 
Nelson Nepinak. “For generations, our 
communities shared resources and today 
we acknowledge that working together to 
address our shared economic challenges 
will strengthen our relationship with the 
local and regional economy and move our 
communities forward.”

“I am confident that our common goals, 
matched with a sincere collaborated effort 
in local economic development, will foster 
benefits that extend to many other aspects 
of community development like recreation 
and youth resources. The team at CEDI is 
playing a huge role in making this happen 

at the local level.”, said Councillor Jimmy 
Chartrand.

“We are excited to form a relationship with 
our neighbors and partners, Skownan 
First Nation. Being chosen one of eight 
partnerships in Canada to participate in 
this program is truly an honor. We strive 
to work towards establishing an effective 
collaboration that will strengthen our 
communities and reignite the historical 
relationships of the past. We look forward 
to building our local economies and 
identifying ways that we can continue 
to progress forward achieving mutual 
prosperity.” Said Reeve Kostyshyn. “We are 
prepared to put forth our best efforts and 
work together as one to make this venture 
a success!”
 
Facilitated by the CEDI program, elected 
leadership and senior staff from both 
communities met in May for a one-
day workshop with the objectives to 
strengthen relationships, learn about 

one another’s economic development 
processes and priorities, and identify 
areas of shared interest and opportunity.
On Wednesday, August 17th beginning 
at 1:00pm, Skownan First Nation and 
Mossey River Municipality invite all 
community members and neighbours 
to join them as Skownan First Nation 
hosts a commemoration of the 150th 
anniversary of the signing of Treaty 2 
by representatives of the Anishinaabe 
people and the Crown at Manitoba House 
on August 2nd, 1871. The event will take 
place in Skownan First Nation and will 
include musical and dance performances, 
cultural and heritage presentations, elder 
talks, and artisan presentations.
For more information, please check 
out the ‘Skownan First Nation 150th 
Commemoration Celebration’ page on 
Facebook.

For More Information:
Skownan First Nation
Councillor Nelson Nepinak
Robert Lavallee, Economic Development 
Lead, robertlavalleejr@hotmail.com
Or
Mossey River Municipality – Reeve Ron 
Kostyshyn
Loretta Woytkiewicz, Chief 
Administrative Officer
caomrm@outlook.com
204-656-4791
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Health and Wellbeing Circle – Progress Update and 
Initiating Engagement at the Grand Council Gathering
Treaty 2 Territory – The Policy Helper 
for the Health and Wellbeing Circle 
is preparing for the upcoming Grand 
Council Gathering being held in 
Kakakwekejeong/Ebb and Flow First 
Nation.  The Health and Wellbeing 
Circle is on the Grand Council Agenda to 
provide a progress update to reinitiate 
the Mino-Bimaadiziiwin (Health and 
Wellbeing) Onankonehkawin (law) 
development process; and to also begin 
the engagement process with the 
Grand Council and members of Treaty 2 
Territory.

Much of the Policy Helper’s preparation 
for the upcoming Grand Council 
gathering has focused on re-orientation 
to the Health and Wellbeing (HWB) 
Circle and reviewing past work materials 
including the 2021 HWB Workplan.  This 
also includes reviewing the engagement 
sessions held with both the Women’s 
Council and the Local Nation Health 
Directors in 2021.

An Overview of the draft Law, a fact 
sheet, and engagement questions has 
been prepared and ready for review by 
the Lead Keeper that will be shared at 
the Grand Council Gathering.

To re-initiate the health and wellbeing 
engagement process, Treaty 2 Territory 
will ask the following engagement 
questions to the Grand Council:

Please share your knowledge and ideas 

to the following questions:

What dialogue or teachings do you 
remember or recall from your Elders 
and/or Knowledge Keepers on what 
mino-biimadiizwin – the good life 
(health and wellbeing) meant as an 
Anishinaabe member? How has it 
changed?

What do you envision health and 
wellbeing to be?

What will the health and wellbeing law 
look like if Treaty No. 2 was fulfilled by 
Canada?

How and who do we engage with to 
develop the health and wellbeing law?
This upcoming work and engagement 
is to carry on and implement previous 

Frist Nations in Treaty 2 Territory 
Resolutions, particularly 2021-11-18-
007 that approved the mandate for 
the HWB Circle to develop a process 
and implement a Mino-Bimaadiziiwin 
Onankonehkawin.

This includes:
• Develop a Mino-Bimaadiziiwin 

Onankonehkawin
• Approve the Health and Wellbeing 

Terms of Reference
• Approve the Strategic Multi-year 

Workplan and budget
• Provide the mandate for First 

Nations in Treaty 2 Territory to 
participate in the co-development 
of federal Indigenous health 
legislation

• Request permission from the Local 
Nations to share their community 

data, health plans, research, 
and asset mapping with FNT2T 
to support law development 
priorities such as a FNT2T health 
data sovereignty framework and 
establish wellness centres and

• The Health and Wellbeing Circle 
continue to a direct relationship 
with the Government of Canada 
to uphold the government-
to-government relationships 
and secure fiscal arrangements 
to support the law-making 
development and engagement 
processes

The Mino-Bimaadiziiwin (health 
and wellbeing) Onankonehkawin 
Framework will be a foundation to 
restore the health and wellbeing of the 
Treaty 2 Territory Local Nations, restore 
jurisdiction, and address duplication 
and ambiguities in the delivery of health 
and health services.

Timeline: The goal is to present a Mino-
Bimaadiziiwn Law Framework for 
review and ratification at next year’s 
Grand Council gathering in 2023.

Registration for the Grand Council and 
Treaty Gathering can be be done at 
fnt2t.com/grandcouncil2022/register

Submitted by: Kim McPherson, Policy 
Helper, Intergovernmental/ Health and 
Wellbeing
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Peacemaking Completes Virtual 
Engagement with the Nation
Treaty 2 Territory- On August 11, 
2022, the Peacemaking and Earth 
Lodge Bundle of the First Nations 
Treaty 2 Territory Government 
completed a virtual engagement 
with the members of the Treaty 2 
territory on Peacemaking . The Earth 
Lodge started the engagement with 
the foundations and methodologies 
of the Peacemaking framework. 
The Peacemaking Keeper followed 
with a detailed presentation on 
the Peacemaking framework and 
Onankonehkawinin.

The Peacemaking’s engagement 
process work plan which includes 
engagements sessions with 
the FNT2T Councils, the Virtual 
Engagement, and as well as Local 
Nation engagements was successful. 
The engagement process includes 
presentations on Peacemaking and 
methodologies, questionnaires on 
Peacemaking, and oral feedback from 
the members. Upon completion of 
the engagement workplan, a report 
of the engagement will be provided 
in a report to the FNT2T Government, 
leadership, and membership.

The Virtual Engagement session 
began with a presentation by Earth 
Lodge Keeper, Allan Sutherland, who 
provided Anishinaabe teachings on 
the Creation Story, the Clan System, 
and the history of dismantling 

is comprised of one 
appointed member 

from each Local Nation, 
it advises and makes 

recommendations regarding 
children, families, nations, 
health and wellbeing and 

other matters.Ikwewak 
Council

The Peacemaking Keeper, Chantell 
Barker, presented on Peacemaking, 
the Onankonehkawin, and moving 
forward. Chantell presented on the 
Peacemaking legal framework with 
includes spiritual, natural, customary, 
and human laws and the importance 
of restoring an Anishinaabe legal 
framework. There was information 
provided on the Seven Circles of 
Peacemaking which includes the Lynx, 
Deer, Eagle, Turtle, Bear, Loon, and 
Crane Circles. Each circle was defined 
including it’s roles and responsibilities. 
Chantell explained the intent of 
Peacemaking is to replace the justice 
system’s punishment model with 
healing and wellness.

In conclusion, there was an opportunity 
for questions and comments as well 
as information on how to complete 
the survey monkey. Upon completion 
of the virtual engagement, the third 
stage of the engagement process 
that includes local engagements, can 
commence after the Grand Council. The 
FNT2T Government and Peacemaking 
Bundle thank all the participants for 
attending the Peacemaking Virtual 
Engagement.
Additional information can be found at 
Peacemaking – First Nations in Treaty 
2 Territory (fnt2t.com)

By Chantell Barker
Peacemaking Keeper

Anishinaabe governing systems 
by the Canadian Government. The 
Earth Lodge Keeper provided a 
presentation on methodologies as 
per their mandate which is nation 
building, wellness, lifelong learning, 
and identity.
Followed by the Mr. Sutherland’s 
presentation, the FNT2T Government’s 
Lead Keeper Boh Kubrakovich updated 
the Nation on the First Nation in the 
Treaty 2 Government. Boh provided 

information on the creation of the 
Peacemaking Bundle and why it is 
important for the Onankonehkawin. 
He informed the Nation on the 
upcoming Grand Council on August 
23-24th in Ebb and Flow First Nation. 
He explained the importance of the 
Grand Council as this is where the 
Peacemaking Onankonehkawin will 
be presented and motioned to be 
passed.
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Attagewiniing (Gambler Anishinaabe 
Nation) – Treaty 2 Territory Brandon 
Regional Office (August 15). The 
Regional Offices Team, Lana Racette, 
Regional Offices Lead Keeper, Scott 
Lynxleg, Interal/External Relations 
Keepers and John Miswagon, 
Regional Office Keeper met to discuss 
the office set up and a possible grand 
opening for the new Regional Office 
in Brandon.

The Regional office will work 
directly with Attagewiniing, 
K e e s e e k o o w e n i n , 
Tootinaowazibeeng and 
Minegoziibe.  John Miswagon will 
be the Regional Office Keeper and 
Arthur McKay will be the Regional 

FNT2T Gambler-Attagewiniing Regional Office
now operating out of Brandon

Office Helper.  Their main focus is 
to engage the Nations within the 
territory on Law Development and 
promoting the First Nations in Treaty 
2 Territory Government / Anishinaabe 
Agowidiiwinan.

For more information please visit www.
fnt2t.com/regionaloffices or contact 
Lana Racette, Regional Offices Lead 
Keeper at lana.racette@fnt2t.com or 
John Miswagon, Regional Office Keeper 
at john.miswagon@fnt2t.com

Address: 
Government Office – Gambler
1725 18th Street North, Brandon, Treaty 
2 Territory Central Turtle Island, R7C 1A6

SCAN THE
QR CODE

TO VISIT THE
OFFICIAL
WEBSITE.
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Skownan First Nation has a 
reputation of hosting well 
organized gatherings and this 
year’s Annual Powwow once again 
proved that! Congratulations Chief 
Cameron Catcheway, Powwow 
Organizer Joseph Maud and their 
Nation for bringing together the 
Powwow Circle for a weekend of 
beautiful drumming & dancing!! 
Miigwech for your hospitality! 

is comprised of one 
appointed member 

from each Local Nation, 
it advises and makes 

recommendations 
regarding life long 

learning, peacemaking, 
peacekeeping, natural 

world and other 
governance matters.

Ininiiug 
Council

Skownan First Nation hosts Annual Powwow
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Sphere of Influence – Leadership FNT2T Partners 
to create 
Mamawii ParkTreaty 2 Territory – We interact with 

numerous distinct groups every day. 
Within each of those groups we have 
a sphere of influence. We have control 
over what that influence looks like. 
There are areas that we have control 
over, areas where we can influence, 
and everything else.  

If we just focus on the things that we 
can control, we are limiting ourselves. 
We are stifling our ability to learn and 
grow. We may also be limiting others. 
We all have knowledge, skills and 
experiences that can be shared with 
others; things that others can learn 
from us.  

It is important to acknowledge the 
things that we cannot control. This 
does not mean that we just forget 
about them, but it is important to 
determine what these things are 
and not get bogged down being 
frustrated or angered by the things 
out of our control.  

How is this relevant for our 
workplaces? 

One of the things you have control 
over is how you react to events that 
happen. If you go into a situation 
with an open mind to listening 
before you respond, the influence 
that this can have on others in the 

group can be particularly important. 
So often during a conversation, we 
are waiting to respond or argue or 
challenge the individual talking, that 
we forget to listen. Taking the time 
to provide the other person with 
the space to say what they need to 
say before speaking over them, or 
cutting them off, could result in a 
much better outcome. This is part of 
our sphere of influence. 

The greater is our sphere 
of influence, the greater 
the responsibility
- Radhanath Swami

Have you ever seen the “Leg crossing 
experiment”? A group of people are 
sitting in a circle. The group is told that 
when the next person comes into the 

circle that each of them should cross 
their legs in some way. The new person 
is not aware of these instructions. It 
usually only takes a few minutes before 
the new person crosses their legs also.  

People conform or respond similarly 
to those around them. If we make 
the effort to respond in a respectful, 
professional manner, a substantial 
number of those around us, over time, 
will begin to respond and behave in the 
same manner.  

Be conscious of your sphere of influence. 
Is it a group of colleagues? A group of 
children? Your supervisor? We have an 
influence on those around us in every 
situation.  

Valerie McInnes – Earth Lodge 
Life Long Learning Bundle Holder

This large collaborative project 
will see the construction of an 
all-seasons activity park in the 
center of Dauphin featuring a 
strong Indigenous presence.

Set for a phase 1 tender soon, 
this newly developed project 
will support Reconciliation 
Efforts.  The space with will 
encourage all to come together, 
spend time and learn from 
and with, each other.  Cultural 
aspects of this land and 
heritage of the Indigenous 
peoples will be prominently 
shared through signage, 
symbols, language, events, 
celebrations, art, music and 
strategic teachings. Toboggan 
slopes, walking paths, bumper 
tracks, wall climbing ,play 
structures are only a few of the 
park’s attractions.

EARTH LODGE
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is comprised of one 
appointed member 

from each Local Nation, 
it advises and makes 

recommendations 
regarding sports, 

recreation and territorial 
games, with one 

representative to attend all 
Council meetings.

Oshkiniiug 
Council

Learning Should Never End

Etuaptamumk: Two-Eyed Seeing in Education

Treaty Two Territory – When does 
learning start? When does it end? As we 
sing and tell stories to an unborn child, 
the child begins to learn. They learn the 
sounds of the voices of those around 
them. The words we use are some of the 
first expressions of love and guidance 
that we give them.  

After birth and as we grow older, 
learning can take a variety of forms. 
From physical skills to concepts needed 
to progress through school. From cultural 
traditions to ancestral teachings. There 
is no point when our learning journey 
reaches an end. There will be times 
when others will offer to provide the 
space for learning and then there will be 

Treaty 2 Territory- As the Earth Lodge 
and Life Long Learning begin to work on 
plans for Treaty 2 schools and a school 
division, we will be discussing with our 
Nations the possibility of focussing on 
a wholistic education model. In First 
Nations cultures, learning is lifelong, 
and the student’s family and community 
are part of the learning process so we 
will be looking for feedback before 
moving ahead.

Communities will be part of the 
development of these future land-
based and language-based schools.  
Key concepts within plans will be a 
foundation of language and culture 
that includes interrelatedness, 
interconnectedness, and community 
spirit. 

great at being a parent, great at being a 
partner or a mentor but there is always 
room to grow. 

In the coming months, the Earth Lodge 
will be seeking your engagement in 
conversations around the learning needs 
of the local nations and FNT2T (First 
Nations in Treaty 2 Territory) as a whole. 
I encourage you to start thinking now 
about what lifelong learning should 
look like in Treaty Two. I look forward to 
this coming opportunity to sit and talk 
and dream.  

Valerie McInnes, Lifelong Learning 
Bundle Holder, Earth Lodge

times when we need to seek out those 
opportunities for ourselves.  

Taking time to reflect on the path we 

have taken and dreaming about the 
journey that still lies before us will open 
the doors to where we need to learn 
and grow. We can be great at our jobs, 

‘Etuaptmumk’, a Mi’kmaw word 
meaning, ‘Two-Eyed Seeing’ refers to 
learning to see from one eye with the 
strengths of Indigenous knowledges, 
ways of knowing and learning; and to 
see from the other eye, the strengths 
of Western knowledges and ways of 
knowing … and then using both these 
eyes together, for the benefit of all. Two-
Eyed Seeing is a multiple perspective 
brought into the Integrative Science 
co-learning journey by Mi’kmaw Elder 
Albert Marshall in 2004.     

A co-learning journey is necessary for 
this ‘together approach’ to be successful 
because, as in every journey, challenges 
exist: in our mindsets, points of view 
and perspectives, and approaches to 
teaching.

Elder Marshall, when explaining ‘two-
eyed seeing’ also talks about Netukulimk.   
Netukulimk takes you into a place where 
you are very conscious of how the 
human two-leggeds are interdependent 
and interconnective with the natural 
world … this philosophy is all about 
our relationships with each other and 
with Mother Earth.”

Two-Eyed Seeing teaches you to awaken 
the spirit within you. You become a 
student of life, observant of the natural 
world. Two-Eyed Seeing teaches that 
everything is physical and spiritual. The 
Indigenous Worldview, demonstrated 
by the language, teaches us about 
interdependence. People must look at 
our natural world with two perspectives. 
Western Science sees objects, but 

Indigenous languages teach us to see 
subjects. Indigenous languages teach 
us that everything alive is both physical 
and spiritual. Humans are a very small 
part of the whole. Using the Two-Eyed 
Seeing approach means that education 
within Integrative Science incorporates 
a more wholistic mindset. Knowledge 
that is passed down through the Elders 
causes Indigenous learners to connect or 
reconnect with their past, present, and 
future. Knowledge is contextualized, of 
direct relevance to the learner.

Adapted from various journal articles, 
including ‘The Canadian Journal of Science’, 
2009

Submitted by Renée McGurry, Earth Lodge 
Development Helper
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Odaminoang hosted Youth Circle
Treaty 2 Territory - On August 9, 2022, our Treaty 2 Territory Odaminoang Circle hosted an in person, land-based Engagement Session with 
youth & chaperones from our Territory. Presentations, and discussions took place around the Odaminoang Circle, and the Onankonehkawin 
(Law). The youth were very receptive, interested and felt empowered that they have a say with respect to this law & the fact that their voices 
& ideas matter. 
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Brokenhead Ojibway Nation Annual Pow Wow
EARTH LODGE

Our Treaty 2 Territory Keepers traveled 
to beautiful Brokenhead Ojibway Nation 
to take in their Annual Pow Wow on 
August 6. We were greeted by the most 
kind, welcoming people as we entered 
their breathtaking arbour! Miigwech for 
your hospitality. We wish we could have 
spent another day with you all but we 
needed to come back to our home fires 
for the O-Chi-Chak-Ko-Sipi Pow wow.
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Land Cover of Treaty 2 Territory
NATURAL WORLD

Care and Protection of the Natural 
World Staff have been working 
on a land classification study. The 
work is intended to complement 
the suitability for agriculture study 
completed last year.

The Canada Land Inventory (CLI), 
1:250,000, Land Capability for 
Agriculture dataset illustrates the 
varying potential of a specific area 
for agricultural production. Classes 
of land capability for agriculture 
are based on mineral soils grouped 
according to their potential and 
limitations for agricultural use. 
The classes indicate the degree of 
limitation imposed by the soil in 
its use for mechanized agriculture. 
The subclasses indicate the kinds 
of limitations that individually 
or in combination with others, 
are affecting agricultural land 
use. Characteristics of the soil as 
determined by soil surveys.

That work was presented to the 
Nations for their review and affirmed 
what we have always known. Despite 
promises to provide indigenous 
communities with the tools and land 
to pratice the western version of 
agriculture we were provided with 
sub standard lands. All the horses 
and plows in the world could never 
have allowed these lands to flourish 
agriculturally. One of many broken 
promises. The Land Classification 
study looks to complement the work 
completed in the Land Capability for 
Agriculture and provide communities 
with further insight into reserve 
lands as well as the lands within 

Treaty 2 Boundaries.

Land cover information is necessary 
for a large range of environmental 
applications related to climate 
impacts and adaption, emergency 
response, wildlife habitat, etc.

In Canada, a 2008 user survey 
indicated that the most practical land 
cover data is provided in a nationwide 
30 m spatial resolution format, with 
an update frequency of five years. 
In response to this need, the Canada 
Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS) has 
generated a 30 m land cover map of 
Canada for the base year 2010, as 
well as this 2015 land cover map. 
This land cover dataset is also the 

Canadian contribution to the 30 m 
spatial resolution 2015 Land Cover 
Map of North America, which is 
produced by Mexican, American and 
Canadian government institutions 
under a collaboration called the North 
American Land Change Monitoring 
System (NALCMS).

This land cover dataset for Canada 
is produced using observation from 
Operational Land Imager (OLI) Landsat 
sensor. An accuracy assessment based 
on 806 randomly distributed samples 
shows that land cover data produced 
with this new approach has achieved 
79.90% accuracy with no marked 
spatial disparities.

Land Classification Data that details 
land classifications specific to 
Gaagwekwekijiiwang (Ebb & Flow). 
Data is being processed to allow 
comparison between individual T2 
Local Nations and the rest of Treaty 2 
Territory.

Preliminary data is now available for 
this dataset and work is proceeding 
to produce the graphs and custom 
map layouts designed to highlight 
and quantify the data. CPNWC plans 
to complete the work on the land 
classification study within a couple 
weeks. Once this data is complete we 
will share it with the Nations of Treaty 
2 and share an overview on CPNWC 
blog.
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